D1. ‘JOHN BROWN’S DAIRIES/ TONBRIDGE WELLS’. Pair of black cream pots both with black transfers - one with town name other variant without. Card closure type. Very good. (2)

Provenance stickers
BBR is currently dispersing several collections - these carry provenance initials:
NL = Norman Lewis
KB= Kevin Boyle
CM= Chris Mortimer
GM= Garth Morrison
MH= Michael Harris
AB= Alan Blakeman

D2. 4 LONDON HAMILTONS. Lrg & sml HD Rawlings/ Nassau St. SmI Barrett & Co (bottle pict.) & lrg Mills & Son (beehive top). Sickness (4) (CM)

D3. STRASBURG multicoloured Pratt type pot lid with detailed riverside/ city scene. marbled border. very good.

D4. Stoneware group - 5 salt glaze, other 2 shiny brown glaze (cream jugs) - 3 mks, 2 utilities. (7)

D5. NEWCHURCH 4 way pourer aqua codd embossed ‘James Bowness’ rebus t.m. Dobson Bros patentee to rear. (CM)


D7. INKS GROUP. 6 glass inks, various shapes. Deep blue, light blue, green, aqua & flint glass. Good. (MH)

D8. CP WEAVER/ VILLAGE/ PLUMSTEAD 6oz aqua ‘LAMONT’S/ PATENT’ (pict. t.m.) Some sickness

D8. CP WEAVER/ VILLAGE/ PLUMSTEAD 6oz aqua ‘LAMONT’S/ PATENT’ (pict. t.m.) Some sickness

D7. INKS GROUP, 6 glass inks, various shapes. Deep blue, light blue, green, aqua & flint glass. Good. (MH)
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D10. HOME POTTED MEATS pots each with black transfer. Lrg & sml ‘GW Plumtree/ Southport’ & sml ‘SPRINGFIELD/ SOUTHPORT’. (IM)

D11. PAIR LARGE AQUA LONDON HAMILTONS, One Hooper/ Struve & Co’, other ‘Schweppes 51 Bernier Street’. (CM)

D12. TONBRIDGE MINERAL WATER Co Premier Patent, 6oz aqua. 4 large shoulder lugs. Ext good - not polished. (GM)

D13. PAIR LONDON g.b’s, both std, t.t. 1. Mills & Sons - beehive top. 2. Burlinson & Sons/ red Cross factory/ parkside (Doulton Lambeth - transferred), lip chip. (2) (CM)

D14. OWEN J CARTER & CO/ Wine & Spirit Merchant/ CHATHAM’. 1 gallon flagon, t.t., imp’d to shoulder ‘1047’. Very good

D15. Mixed group.
Dicey & Co + Mrs Winstows + 6 small green bottles, 2 stoppers & a light blue ‘H Sharp/ & Son/ Leeds’. (14)

D16. ‘CSSA’ impressed to the shoulder 1 gall t.t. handled flagon. Lrg Doulton & Co/ Limited/ Lambeth’ p.m. Sure someone will know where it is from?

CONDITION
Before bidding please ensure items meet your condition requirements - INSPECT!
On sale day ALL items sold AS SEEN - NO RETURNS

ABSENTEE BIDS
Absentee bids to be with BBR no later than Thursday prior or email: sales@onlinebbr.com
D17. ‘PLYNIE CO/ HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA’ pair of bottles 1 stoneware, black transfer, half body ribbed, other dark green glass covered in raised dots. (2) (IM)

D18. ‘SPENDIFF BROS/ FAVERSHAM’ black transferred 2 1/2 gall handled flagon, spigot to base. T.t. lrg black transfer with big central pict. t.m. Skey p.m. Very good.

D19. ‘PLYNIE CO/ HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA’ pair of bottles 1 stoneware, black transfer, half body ribbed, other dark green glass covered in raised dots. (2) (IM)


D21. Pair lof abelled STEPHENS ink bottles. Largest (Writing Fluid) 6.5ins tall, smallest (Marking Ink) 1.5ins tall. (2)

D22. ‘COOPER & COS FURNITURE POLISH’.
white pot, black transfer ‘...Glasgow/ Liverpool & London’. Minor rusting should clean.

D23. CLAYTON’S/ PURE/ TABLE WATERS’ 2 gall t.t. flagon, metal handle, base spigot. Imp’d to rear ‘Clayton’s/ London SW’. Good.


D21. Pair lof abelled STEPHENS ink bottles. Largest (Writing Fluid) 6.5ins tall, smallest (Marking Ink) 1.5ins tall. (2)

D22. ‘COOPER & COS FURNITURE POLISH’.
white pot, black transfer ‘...Glasgow/ Liverpool & London’. Minor rusting should clean.

D23. CLAYTON’S/ PURE/ TABLE WATERS’ 2 gall t.t. flagon, metal handle, base spigot. Imp’d to rear ‘Clayton’s/ London SW’. Good.


ABSENTEE BIDS
Should reach BBR no later than Thursday - email/ tel to double check: sales@onlinebbr.com
D30. Pr REEVES & CO/ MARGATE aqua glass bottles.
1. Round bottomed lemonade cylinder heavily embossed to all 6 panels with entwined initials t.m. Superb!
2. Upright cylinder ‘AERATED WATERS’ variant. (GM)

D29. MARMALADES TRIO. Group of 3 all white marmalade pots with black transfers. One Frank Coopers, 2 James Keiller variants. (3) (IM)


D27. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine

D26. ‘GREEN & LEDICOTT/ BREWED/ Ginger Beer/ Southend on Sea’. St, t.t, g.b. Acorn & leaves pict. to centre. Bourne p.m. Very good.

D25. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D24. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D23. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D21. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D20. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D18. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D17. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D15. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D14. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D12. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D11. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D9. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D8. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D6. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D5. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


D3. THE SHRIMPERS Multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. Two minor bottom edge flakes otherwise very good.

D2. TEAKETTLE INK. 1.7ins tall, aqua glass, 8 fluted columns sloping inwards. Bottom edge damage, very crude. An extremely rare mini example, displays fine


CONDITION REPORTS
Absentee bidders can tel: 01226 745156 or email: sales@onlinebbr.com
D33. BUSHELL
WATKINS & SMITH LTD/ WEESTERHAM/ KENT, t.t., 2 gall flagon, metal carrying handle. 4 imp’d lines - ‘1097’ at top. Very good.

D34. J MILLS & SONS/ OSSORY ROAD/ OLD KENT RD S.E. Small, 5.25ins tall, amber glass seltzer with beehive lip (minor flake). Embossed all over to both sides. Good.

D35. ASSORTED EYEBATHS GROUP - moulded, freeblown, good range of colours. All very good. (10)

D36. RAISTRICK & CO/ BRIGHTON patent - white ceramic cup like stopper, flat one side, with attached rubber ring at end. CHAPMAN & SON BIRKENHEAD (makers).

D37. PRESTON’S CREAMERY/ PURE RICH CREAM/ 81 KATHERINE ST off white glazed pot with crisp black transfer. Very good.

D38. STANLEY Figural bottle, extremely well moulded detailing, body section frosted. ‘DEPOSE’ to base. Very good.


D40. AN ECLECTIC MIXED GROUP of various pottery & glass items. (9)

D41. WAR multicoloured Pratt type pot lid. (Ref 215). Overall fairly good - no chips or cracks.

FULL RESULTS
will be posted to BBR website (Mon/ Tues) after, also on all forums, or simply email AB for the pdf
D42. AQUA GLASS FIGURAL PISTOL. Sheared lip. Scarce. Very good.

D43. BATEY & CO 10oz aqua codd. heavily embossed (emblazoned all over). Lrg ‘29’ to shoulder, to rear ‘RYLANDS PATENT’ & strange lug indent to side. Exc/ A1 (GM)

D44. BARRETTS/ Vauxhall 10oz aqua codd. Similarly heavily embossed all over to previous this featuring a prominent ‘87’ to shoulder. Empress patent. Superb.

D45. GRAVES & HILLIER/ THE/ CREAMERY/ MAIDSTONE cream pot. Inward taper to base, lower off white, top red brown, inner lip card design. Very good.

D46. DECORATIVE METAL SODA SYPHON STAND, overall pierced decoration, two carrying handles to side. Impressed base markings.

D47. A LARGE MIXED GROUP of minerals, aqua glass & g.b’s - some local ‘ish included - have a good root thro’ these. (20)


D49. DUMFRIES std, t.t., g.b. duo - each featuring bottle pict. t.m’s. 1. J BURNS, 2. ROBERT CARUTHERS. Both carry a Buchan p.m. (2)

D50. JOHN HARE’S/ STONE GROUND/ SELF RAISING/ FLOUR/ HENLOW/ BEDS’. Small material made flour sacks printed red lettering to front. Good. (30) (NL)

LATE ENTRIES TAKEN SHOW DAY - catch AB EARLY SAME DAY PAY OUT
D51. HAIG & HAIG/WHISKY water jug. Small, t.t., salt glaze Doulton Lambeth type with 3 lines transferred in black. Inner lip flake, does not really detract. (NL)

D52. A H HIGGINBOTTOM & CO/CLUB BLEND/WHISKY/NEWCASTLE/ON TYNE. Complex black transfer set within outer shaped border, pict. t.m. to centre. Buchan p.m. A scarce whisky stonie. Good.


D54. LEIGH & CO/ SALFORD 10oz AMBER GLASS CODD emblazoned with ‘GLOBE’ in sunburst, world globe t.m. to other side. Redfearn makers to rear. Very good. (KB)

D55. SHERWOOD, FORSTER & STACEY 1 GALLON, T.T. HANDLED (damaged) FLAGON, base spigot. Extremely ornate bordered black transfer ‘...BREWERS/AND/SPIRIT MERCHANTS/MAIDSTONE & LONDON’.

D56. GEORGE SYKES/RAMSGATE SYKES MCVAY type metal lip closure mineral water bottle. Leaf pict. t.m. to centre. Embossed to rear ‘Sykes Macvay & Co/ Patent/1877/Castleford.’ Shoulder ‘ding’ (rear), still a good regional, early, mineral patent. (GM)
Ditton Show BBR ‘On the Road’ Auction
absentee bidding form

Sunday 15 May Ditton

Provide FULL credit/ debit card details below & post instructions Commision 15%

ALL bids must carry the lot prefix letter A + brief description of item & maximum bid

IMPORTANT if you fax, tel, or email POST this sheet ALSO VAT added to p & p

signature on this form indicates acceptance of BBR Terms & Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>max. bid £</th>
<th>Lot No</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>max. bid £</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Bids NOT ENTERED if PAYMENT & DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS are INCOMPLETE

Check: post, delivery, insurance & c.c. info are correct

Tel or email BBR to confirm receipt?

Contact BBR early for any special needs/ requirements, or additional condition reports email: sales@onlinebbr.com

EMAIL .......................................................................................................

Name............................................................................................ Address.................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................
Tel .............................................

Signature ..................................................................................... Date...... /...... / 2013

Signature indicates acceptance of catalogue terms & conditions. Bids not entered without signature

Please advise if card is credit or debit
C.c. charged 3%
Debit cards no charge
Paypal 5%

ALL BIDDERS MUST provide a tel. number

instructions for

A. postage...

B. delivery...

C. insurance...

fill section below if paying by credit card (speeds up the packing & delivery time)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type - circle only 1:</th>
<th>Card number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mastercard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, Maestro, Visa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- start date
- expiry date
- Maestro issue no
- 3 digit security no

Return form Thursday before the sale. Faxing or emailing you MUST POST ALSO EVEN IF IT ARRIVES LATE

SEND TO: BBR Auctions, Elsecar Heritage Centre, Nr Barnsley, S. Yorks., S74 8HJ tel: 01226 745156 fax: 01226 361561 email: sales@onlinebbr.com